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2013 Keynote Speaker Richard Stiennon
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Speakers day 1
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Effective InfoSec through Brand Engineering
Steven F. Fox, CISSP is a Security Architecture and Engineering
Advisor at the U.S. Department of the Treasury. He provides
security guidance on system architecture and engineering to
ensure compliance with Federal standards and requirements. He
also contributes to multiple working groups including the IPv6
transition team, Developer Security Testing workgroup, and the
Security and Privacy workgroup.

Face Today's Threats Head-On: Best Practices for a BYOD World

Bronze Sponsors

Chris Vernon is a Security Specialist within Symantec's Technical
Sales Organization, based in Montreal. A Certified Information
Systems Security Professional (CISSP) with over 10 years of
experience, he has advised government and commercial
organizations on information security practices globally. Having
recently returned to his native land, Chris previously specialized in
Symantec’s Information and Identity Protection portfolio
(Encryption, DLP, User Authentication) in the UK.

Speakers day 1

Enterprise Encryption 101
Phil Smith is a Mainframe Architect and Product Manager at
Voltage Security, Inc. He has spent over 30 years doing and
managing software support/development. Phil also creates
technical reference books contributes to trade journals, speaks at
SHARE and local user groups, and tracks IBM evolution. He has
been a frequent speaker at SHARE (national IBM user group) for
25 years or so and regional IBM user groups (MVMUA, Hillgang,
CAVMEN, BayBunch, KOIRUG, RUGONE, TechMaine, Central
PA Regional DB2 User Group, et al.)

Frayed Edges; Monitoring a perimeter that no longer exists
Mark Nunnikhoven brings more than 15 years of experience in a
variety of IT roles--from service delivery to application
development to security engineering--to his work in Trend Micro's
R&D group. His current focus is on cloud security and usable
security systems.
Mark is an active member of the IEEE and the Consortium of
Digital Forensics Specialists (CDFS). He holds a number of
security certifications and an MSc in information security,
specializing in digital forensics.

Speakers Day 1

Detect, Respond, Restore: Faster
Rafal Los Combinines over a decade of technical, consulting and
management skills in Information Security, he uses experience to
build bridges between technology and people, effectively "hacking
the boardroom. His blog, Following the White Rabbit, is his
unique perspective on the various aspects of enterprise security,
emerging technologies, and current events and can be found at
http://hp.com/go/white-rabbit

How Big Data Solutions empower intelligence in Physical Security
Chris Jensen is currently working as a Master Solutions
Consultant with Hitachi Data Systems. This was after completing
a 25 year Law Enforcement, career retiring as a detective with the
Phoenix Police Department. In his Law Enforcement career he
served as a patrol officer, undercover detective, major conspiracy
detective, intelligence analyst supervisor and systems
administrator for technical surveillance systems. In this last role
Chris was a pioneer in the use of wireless IP video in Law
Enforcement. He first deployed these technologies in 2006 in
support of 2 serial murder investigations. He continues to develop
IP video technologies and their integration with other intelligence
systems. Chris has presented internationally about surveillance
video, intelligence systems and their integration.
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Speakers Day 1

Smart Sandboxes for Modern Malware Analysis
Roy Firestein is a senior Cyber-security consultant at eSentire,
specializing in pentesting web apps and networks, forensics,
security monitoring and research. He is a regular speaker at
conferences such as SecTor and security events. Past time
activities include breaking stuff and snowboarding.

Utopia: A cost efficient alignment of Security,
Architecture, and People
Reg MacWilliams is a Security Consultant with Bulletproof
Solutions, Inc. He has 14+ years’ experience in IT, having
provided Infrastructure and Security services in multiple industries
and sectors - government, educational, media, manufacturing,
media, and transportation - both at the enterprise and small
business levels. Current certifications include CISSP and SANS
GCIA.
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Bring Your Own Service: Data governance
best practices and effects of cloud services on compliance and
data protection.
Vitaly Levin has over 20 years of experience in the financial
services, government, and telecommunication and software
industries. He spent the last 15 years developing enterprise
solutions and risk mitigation strategies for multi-national
organizations, and associated industry groups. Vitaly has a
combination of Technology, Legal and Business background and
has presented to various organization through-out North America.
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Enter the (Backtrack) Dragon
Andrew Kozma is currently the Sr. Security Analyst for the
Capital District Health Authority. He is currently responsible for the
development of information security policies, standards,
procedures, and their management and implementation. Andrew
is also trained to look for weaknesses and vulnerabilities in target
systems and to use the same knowledge and tools as a hacker to
identify report and mitigate risk.
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Speakers Day 1

Why Everyone Is On the Security Team
Chris Todd is a security consultant with Unisys Canada. His
primary responsibilities include network and security architecture,
intrusion detection, incident handling, vulnerability assessment,
and penetration testing. Chris is also a mentor with the SANS
Institute for the course SEC504: Hacker Techniques, Exploits,
and Incident Handling. He is a GIAC Certified Firewall Analyst
(GCFW), Incident Handler (GCIH), and Penetration Tester
(GPEN) and holds several other vendor specific certifications.

Awareness Doesn't Matter- A behavior design
approach to securing users
Aaron Cohen is an entrepreneurial leader in the information
security space. Aaron founded The Hacker Academy in 2005,
which is a leading online ethical hacking and security training
platform, which is now a part of MAD Security where he is a
Managing Partner. He has been featured on numerous media
outlets such as CNBC, ABCnews.com, CSO Magazine, Atlanta
Constitution Journal, and The Chicago Tribune.

Speakers Day 1

Security procedures and practices of the Galactic Empire
Kellman Meghu
Head of Security Engineering
Check Point Software Technologies Ltd.
Join me for a critique of the Lucas Film epic, from the perspective
of a security audit. Let’s review the security procedures and
practices of the Galactic Empire, and see what they did well, but
more importantly, learn from the mistakes they made. Prepare for
a discussion on security policies and procedures, applied during
the events that lead to the catastrophic business impact the
Galactic Empire suffered as the result of data loss. This data was
then turned against the Empire, with an advanced persistent
threat that targeted, and eventually destroyed critical
infrastructure. Then let us re-examine the situation with a proper
security policy in place to understand how even the most basic
policy approach, could have saved the Empire's business,
employee lives, and ultimately billions of dollars.
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WTCC Floor Plan
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Silver Sponsors

Agenda Day 2, March 22
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Speakers Day 2
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Inside #OpIsrael The Anonymous War on Spin
Jon Blanchard returns to AtlSecCon to discuss exactly how and
why successful #Anonymous operations happen with an insider’s
look at #OpIsrael and #OpWBC (Westboro Baptist Church).
Jon Blanchard's presentations on the #Anonymous Movement
have consistently provided unique insights for Security,
Management and Technology Professionals from AltSecCon, to
HTCIA, to PodCampHFX (where he was Jedi rated: 'Yoda Grand
Master' this year).

Power Analysis Attacks for Cheapskates

Colin O'Flynn is currently with Dalhousie University, working on
the area of the power analysis side channel. In particular he is
working to characterize and improve measurement techniques in
order to understand the real threat this attack channel offers. He
previously worked extensively with IEEE 802.15.4 low-power
networks with Atmel Corporation, contributing to the first small
IPv6 stack in this area (Contiki). Colin has been involved in a
variety of areas around embedded electronics for over ten years.

Speakers Day 2

Turning Your Adversary's Attacks into Attribution Gold

PJ Bihuniak - This talk describes how spearphishing, watering
hole attacks, and other user targeted attacks can be turned
against the adversary by taking captured forensics and fusing it
with other sources. The talk presents a case study of a spearphish campaign against a US company and how forensics
captured when the user opened an email attachment can be
correlated with other sources of intelligence to identify the
adversary perpetrating the attack campaign.

The talk will demonstrate deriving adversarial intelligence from
user-targeted attacks by fusing of cyber forensics from those
attacks in near real time with other intelligence sources.

Electronic Devices Keep No Secrets: Feeding Your Social
Engineering Desires With Everyone Else's Information
Michael Dinn - Social engineering is often one of the easiest
ways to compromise an organization. WIth a minimal amount of
resources and effort, it is possible to learn the habits and travels
of many people within an organization which can then be used to
aid in social engineering.

Speakers Day 2

Novel Methods of Command and Control and Covert Data
Exfiltration
Karim Nathoo is a freelance computer security consultant
providing specialized security services to government, military and
private sector clients. Karim has extensive experience in high
assurance ethical hacking, incident response and security product
evaluation, including the application of binary code analysis and
reverse engineering.

The ART of Security Context: Metrics without Meaning are
Useless

David O'Berry is a "reformed CxO/CIO currently working for 'The
Dark Side' as a Technology Strategist for McAfee’s Advance
Technology Group." He spent 19 years on the enterprise side as a
network manager, Director of Information Technology Systems
and Services and, most recently, Director of Strategic
Development and Information Technology in the public sector. He
currently holds CISSP-ISSAP, ISSMP, CISSLP, and CRMP. He
has also been published several years in a row in the Information
Security Management Handbook.
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Speakers Day 2

Stealing your internet with BGP
Jim Desleskie is currently the Founder/CTO of Heimdall
Networks, and former Director of Security for TATA
Communications (aka Teleglobe).
Having worked globally for some of the largest communications
companies and equipment vendors in Canada and the US, Jim is
a recognized subject matter expert in the fields of large scale
networks and network security. He has presented at network and
security conferences, including NANOG, EuSecWEST, The
Underground Economy ( Interpol ).

Trying to Find a Needle in a Stack of Needles - Using a SIEM for
Advanced Threat Detection

Peter Morin is a Senior Manager with Bell Aliant where he is
responsible for managing security planning, vulnerability
assessments, security event management and incident response.
His position with Bell Aliant focuses on information security risk
management, penetration testing, application code analysis,
malware analysis, and developing
standards for secure application development.
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Fraud and disorder in payment gateway APIs
Eldar Marcussen is a Principal Consultant and researcher at BAE
Systems Detica. As a penetration tester, he helps identify
vulnerabilities in organisation’s IT systems to protect against
malicious attacks.
Eldar is a perl advocate. He works on several open source
projects—in his spare time—aimed at web application security and
penetration testing. His research and testing adventures can be
read at justanotherhacker.com, and his recently released security
advent calendar can be viewed at secadvent.com.
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Hacking Humans
Matias Katz is an IT architect and a security specialist. He's
CISSP, CEH and MCSE certified, and has 10 years of experience
in the field, focusing in the implementation of security audits, in
infrastructures and critic applications for big organizations, both
private and public.
Matias also works as an external consultant for the computer
crimes division of the federal police department in Argentina,
where he collaborates in open cases through the acquirement of
digital evidence and performing active investigations for the
potential suspects.
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Smartphone Pentest Framework (SPF)
Georgia Weidman is a penetration tester, security researcher,
and trainer. She holds a Master of Science degree in computer
science, secure software engineering, and information security as
well as holding CISSP, CEH, NIST 4011, and OSCP certifications.
Her work in the field of smartphone exploitation has been featured
in print and on television internationally. She has presented her
research at top conferences around the world including
Shmoocon, Blackhat, Hacker Halted, and Bsides.

BYOD: Avoiding "Bring Your Own Disaster”

Mike Bobbitt’s 20 year career in security has included stunning
successes such as Nortel, the long gun registry and developing
access controls for DOS programs as well as a former editor for
Information Security Magazine. Mike holds a patent in
cryptography and yet struggles to help his kids with their math
homework. He has also written several military mobile apps and
is also the author of a Facebook game. In a sad twist of fate, the
proceeds from this game can barely feed and clothe his virtual
cow.

AtlSecCon Board of Directors

Travis Barlow is the founder of the Atlantic Security Conference,
The Halifax Area Security Klatch (HASK) has been recognized by
Digital Nova Scotia as an Industry Leader.

Andrew Kozma is the co-founder of The Atlantic Security
Conference and is very active with the local infosec community
and www.thehask.com

Steve Quinn has 15+ years in IT and has experience ranging
from direct front line care to back end and departmental
management. As a self-professed generalist, he has had to
develop a broad skillset dealing with clients that range from highly
technical to non-computer users.
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AtlSecCon Board of Directors

Darryl MacLeod is a 13 year veteran of the Atlantic Canadian IT
community. He currently works for Tenable Network Security as a
Compliance Auditor. Darryl is a Certified Information Systems
Security Professional (CISSP), and is currently working toward the
Certified Information Systems Auditor (CISA) designation.

Scott Walsh currently works for an industry leading vulnerability
Assessment Company. In addition to seeing new security exploits
on a daily basis, he builds hardware and software projects to test,
and sometimes break, digital and physical security.

Nick Gyorfi currently works as a Technical Analyst for HITS-NS,
providing IT services to all Nova Scotia district health authorities
and the IWK. Current responsibilities include Active Directory
administration, mobile device management and healthcare
application privacy breach detection.
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Educational Sponsors

Experience the industry’s most realistic penetration testing training
Experience the industry’s most realistic penetration testing
and certifications. Taught by the core developers of BackTrack, our
training and certifications. Taught by the core developers of
information
training security
will immerse
youwill
into
the deep-end
BackTrack,security
our information
training
immerse
you intoof
real
penetration
testing.
theworld
deep-end
of real world
penetration testing.
http://www.offensive-security.com/
http://www.offensive-security.com/
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journey
journey from the hacker’s perspective. THA delves into the
from the hacker’s perspective. THA delves into the psyche of a
psyche of a hacker: what they want, how they will get it – and an
hacker:
what they want, how they will get it – and an “it takes one
“it takes one to know one mentality”. Our philosophy at The
toHacker
know one
mentality”.
philosophy
atarmed
The Hacker
Academy is
Academy
is thatOur
members
will be
with the
that
members
will
be
armed
with
the
knowledge
necessary
to
knowledge necessary to practice, implement, and deploy what
they have
learned immediately
training
practice,
implement,
and deploy and
whateffectively.
they haveAll
learned
modules
are
available
24/7
and
are
perfect
for
any
level. 24/7
immediately and effectively. All training modules areskill
available
and
are perfect for any skill level.
http://www.thehackeracademy.com/

http://www.thehackeracademy.com/
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Coffee Break Sponsor

Thank you & we will see you next year!

www.atlseccon.com

